Learning Preview Year 2
Spring Term 2
To Market, To Market!
Our Themed Learning: This term we will be learning about St Albans and famous markets
around the world. Our learning will begin with an exciting Maths Week where we will be
creating a business idea, finding out more by doing market research, creating and selling and
lastly evaluating the process. Later on in the theme we will be finding out more about Saint
Alban himself, and afterwards learning about one of the largest markets in the world – Cairo
Camel Market, as well as French markets and Fair Trade.
Learning in the Core Subjects


In English we will be learning to create riddles, focusing on the use of conjunctions (and, but, however),
adverbs (slowly, roughly). We will then be revisiting and building our understanding of non-fiction texts by
creating posters.



After Maths Week we will be learning all about data handling by creating bar charts and tallies as well as
interpreting data. We will be learning about dividing with remainders, become familiar with symbols
greater than > and less than < as well as deepening our learning of time and shape.



In Science we will be carrying out lots of experiments, focusing on explaining, recording data and
predicting.



Our Computing will be linked with our Maths and we will be using programmes on Purple Mash to create
tallies and charts. On the iPads we will be using Popplet Lite (a free app) to create branching data bases.

Have you read or tried?


Poetry books –
with a particular
focus on riddles.



Maths Blaster
(App for tablets)



Popplet Lite (App

Vocabulary


Adverbs – describe a verb,

Key questions…


How is a market
different to a shop?

carefully skipped.


Data – information



Who is Saint Alban?



Predicting – making a sensible



Why do we have
markets?

guess.


for tablets)

Business – an organisation



What is a business?

where goods or services are



Why do we
investigate?

exchanged for money.


Market – a place where
people gather to buy and



Why might we need
to collect data?

exchange goods.

If you would like more information on our learning this half term please see our
‘Curriculum Maps’ on our website under the link ‘Our School.’

